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to employ the experts in Roman Law, for men trained in the
greatest system of law ever known would be the most capable
of exactly interpreting the rules of law, whatever the system.
And this was his purpose.   He wanted the old customs to be
interpreted in accordance with the strictest rules of justice,
which would guarantee to all his subjects as well as to himself
their customary rights.   He was trying to revive a system
that was out of date in Italy;  but to his own mind he was
wiping out a period of anarchy and usurpation and restoring
the old order to its rightful place.   In this spirit were issued
the decrees of the diet of Roncaglia.   The regalia were care-
fully defined, and an exact inventory made of those royal
rights, whether governmental or financial, which were being
exercised by each city.   Those which had been conferred on
a city by charter from a previous ruler were re-granted to
it by Frederick, but all the rest had to be resigned, as had
already been done at Milan.    The financial effect of this
recovery of the regalia was to add a large sum to the annual
income of the imperial treasury.   To ensure the permanence
of this, and that the cities remained in feudal subordination
to himself, he appointed in each an official known as podestd
(from the Latin potestas), who, like the royal provost in French
towns, controlled on behalf of the king the government of
the city.   The relations of the cities with one another were
restricted by the prohibition of private wars, which empha-
sised both the dependence of all upon him and his duty of
enforcing peace;   while a long edict against alienation or
partition of fiefs without the consent of the overlord made it
clear that property was to be held on a strictly feudal basis.
Two other acts of this diet, both provocative of trouble, may
also be mentioned.   Monza was declared to be the traditional
place of coronation of the Italian kings and was therefore
transferred from Milan to the Emperor;  and Welf VI, who
had already been created marquis of Tuscany, was invested
by the Emperor with the lands of countess Matilda, regardless
of the papal claims of overlordship.
other cities        Frederick had dismissed the greater part of his army before
again in       *^e diet a^ Roncaglia, and the decrees of that diet seemed to
revolt         him so obviously just and reasonable that apparently he
anticipated no trouble in their execution.   He decided to
winter in Italy, and early in 1159 dispatched the most im-

